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Abstract—Hardware Trojans inserted by malicious foundries during integrated circuit manufacturing have received substantial attention in recent years. In this paper, we focus on a different type of hardware Trojan threats: attacks in the early steps of design process. We show that third-party intellectual property cores and CAD tools constitute realistic attack surfaces and that even system specification can be targeted by adversaries. We discuss the devastating damage potential of such attacks, the applicable countermeasures against them and their deficiencies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, IT security concentrated on attack scenarios targeting software and communication networks, but more recently, the system hardware moved into the focus of attackers. Hardware-related threats are relevant even for extremely software-dominated systems, which still contain some amount of hardware on which the software runs; compromising this hardware makes the entire system vulnerable. Even worse, many software-centric security solutions rely on a hardware-based root of trust which stores secret keys and provides essential security functions; successful attacks on such root-of-trust blocks renders the entire security concept ineffective. With the emergence of paradigms like cyberphysical systems, internet of things, or Industrie 4.0 that unify the physical world, IT systems and global connectivity, hardware blocks are at risk to become the Achille’s heel of entire infrastructures.

This paper considers one emerging attack scenario: Hardware Trojans. These are malicious modification of system hardware with the purpose to gain control over its functionality and, e.g., be able to deactivate the affected block at the attacker’s will (“kill switch”), or establish a side-channel to access confidential data processed by the device (“backdoor”). The term “hardware Trojans” was traditionally associated with threats stemming from external, untrusted foundries. However, this paper is specifically concerned with Trojans that are introduced into the system during early design steps by a rogue in-house designer, by an external provider of intellectual property blocks integrated into the design, or even by a computer-aided design (CAD) tools. An under-investigated attack surface is the system specification which is created in a lengthy and complex process. If an attacker succeeds in planting a Trojan during the specification phase, such a Trojan is extremely hard to detect, because any trusted reference is completely lacking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, background information on hardware Trojans is given. Two underestimated classes of threats: Trojans that directly affect the circuit specification and Trojans in CAD tools, are discussed in Sections III and IV, respectively. Known countermeasures and detection methods are reviewed in Section V, and their applicability and efficacy to Trojans in early design steps is evaluated. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

The term “hardware Trojans” historically referred to threats associated with outsourcing of advanced semiconductor manufacturing into potentially untrustworthy countries [1]. The foundry would receive circuit layout information (in GDS II or a similar format) and, possibly, further design data, in order to produce masks and manufacture the circuit. The alleged threat consists in an intentional—and malicious—modification of the circuit by the foundry before manufacturing, such that the fabricated chip has critical deviations from its layout as provided by its author.

However, the modern understanding of hardware Trojans includes all malicious modifications of a circuit during its creation: by an untrusted foundry (as discussed above), but also by rogue in-house designers, by third-party intellectual-property (3PIP) cores, and by CAD tools. Some early publications refer to the threats in early design steps (before manufacturing), by names like “malicious insertions” or “rogue silicon” [2] but recent publications use the name “hardware Trojans” to include both pre-manufacturing and foundry-level scenarios [3].

Fig. 1 shows the standard integrated circuit design flow and indicates sources of possible Trojan threats. Moreover, the lower part of Fig. 1 shows both: standard quality-assurance techniques which have the potential to identify Trojans, and, in blue, approaches specifically designed to counter Trojans. Table I provides a more detailed overview of different types of hardware Trojans. In the following, we discuss the current understanding of both foundry-level Trojans and Trojans in early design steps, whereas subsequent sections will treat under-investigated classes of hardware Trojans in more detail.

A. Foundry-level hardware Trojan threats

Suppose that a sensitive industrial or military system has a restriction of its geographical location, i.e., it can be operated at its legitimate buyer’s site but cannot be moved to a different

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. ATTACK SURFACES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF TROJANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trojans in circuit specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojans in 3PIP core’s RTL description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojans in 3PIP core’s gate-level netlist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojans in 3PIP core’s GDS2 layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundry-level Trojans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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site or given to a third party. To implement this functionality, one of this system’s circuits includes a module that checks GPS coordinates and disables the system when they don’t match specification. The foundry-level attacker could find this module by reverse-engineering and deactivate the protection by disconnecting its output—a minimal modification which does not require extensive redesign. A further easy manipulation would be to determine cryptographic blocks that drive an encrypted bus and to disconnect them, such that the bus receives the data in cleartext. Then, an attacker who has physical access to the chip can read out the protected data from the now-unencrypted bus. If the malicious foundry is concerned about legitimate users noticing the absence of encryption, it could replace original crypto modules by self-designed blocks which modify the data in a way that is easily reversed by an attacker.

The key question in this context is why a foundry would want to introduce malicious modifications into circuits of their customers. The foundry does not have a direct benefit from deactivation of GPS-powered location checker module. In theory, a potential illegitimate buyer of the equipment in question (e.g., one residing in a country to which export restrictions are in place) could bribe the foundry to deactivate the protection. In practice, it is extremely unlikely that the buyer even knows which foundry will fabricate the circuits for the equipment of interest, and the sheer number of factors that have to fit together for this scenario to happen render it more a conspiracy theory than a realistic threat.

In case of the information-leakage Trojan via deactivation of bus encryption, the foundry itself could later buy systems that incorporate their manipulated circuits, extract the protected data and use them (e.g., resell this data). Obviously, this activity, when carried out on large scale, will attract attention and will likely lead to discovery of the manipulation. The outcome will be enormous legal claims against both the foundry and the individual(s) responsible and a complete collapse of the foundry’s reputation. In contrast to other hardware security threats which can be performed by individual, anonymous attackers (like extracting secret data from smart cards by side-channel analysis), foundries are relatively few in number and inseparably attached to their equipment that cannot be quickly relocated. As a consequence, all Trojan manipulations are extremely risky for the foundry, because it would be pretty easy to hold accountable. While it would be wrong to rule out their possibility by this argument, not a single fully documented case was reported by now (the manipulation in [4] turned out to be an undocumented test-access feature rather than an attack).

B. Early-design-step hardware Trojan threats

One of the first hardware Trojan demonstrations was a manipulation of the fuel rod position control block in a nuclear reactor [5]. The Trojan affected the hardware module which forwards the temperature readings, thus making the reactor unstable despite redundancy and fail-safe mechanisms. King et al. [6] developed techniques to disable memory protection in a microprocessor and introduce a “shadow mode” where full-privilege instructions could run invisible to software. Based on these mechanisms, they demonstrated privilege escalation, login backdoor and password stealing. Hicks et al. [7] demonstrated footholds for unauthorised entering of the supervisor mode, granting unprivileged malicious software access to protected memory, and allowing the attacker to inject and execute arbitrary code. Wang et al. [8] reported six Trojans triggered by specific instruction/operand sequence which either leaked protected information (protected software code or secret keys) or created malfunctions.
The authors of these papers did not provide a thorough analysis on how exactly the Trojans would be inserted. In fact, they assumed that a rogue in-house designer could have done the manipulations. However, these Trojans could also be inserted by a malicious EDA tool (discussed in the next section) or be part of a 3PIP core. A number of Trojan taxonomies [9, 3] distinguish different types of Trojans by their trigger (activation condition) and payload (malicious activity performed upon activation). The trigger condition can consist in a combinational rare-event (low-probability signal assignment) [10], a sequence of input values or operations [11] or in an analog conditions such as lowered voltage [12] or aging [13]. The payload can be roughly categorized into denial-of-service attacks (“kill switch”), which disable the circuit or cripple some of its functions (e. g., reduce the quality of a random-number generator [14]), active manipulations to alter or add its functionality [15], and information leakage. The latter include Trojans that assist in side-channel analysis of cryptographic hardware [16, 12], or communicate confidential information (including but not restricted to cryptographic secret key) via covert or side-channels like transient power [17] or amplitude of the transmitted wireless signal [18].

III. TROJANS IN CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS

Design specifications are often discussed by several players (customers, hardware and software designers, domain experts, marketing specialists). These players usually come from different communities, each one using a specific “language”, often hard to be completely understood by other players. Several efforts have been carried out in the past to analyze and formalize the collection of design specification, using languages such as UML [19], but the analysis of requirements and the finalization of design specifications is still, very often, a somewhat chaotic process. It is thus very likely that a modification inserted in this phase would be pretty hard to identify. Furthermore, all the following design and verification step will directly depend on the specification. As a result, a Trojan inserted during specifications would be almost impossible to detect.

For these reasons, circuit specification seems to be an ideal design step for the insertion of a Trojan. However, to date, this attack scenario is largely unexplored. Trojans inserted during circuit specifications can have mainly three goals. The adversary modifies the specifications to directly include a Trojan circuit, to significantly simplify the insertion of Trojans in following design steps, or to reduce the capabilities of Trojan detection techniques. In the following part of the section we will detail these scenarios.

A. Trojans directly inserted during specification phase

This is the most straightforward attack. The adversary simply modifies the specifications to weaken the overall system, for instance by reducing the number of key updates in a smart card to facilitate a side-channel attacker, by selecting compromised libraries for the design, or by adding debug ports which can be later used to tamper with the device content. More advanced Trojans which can be inserted during specifications are the ones which might look like a device feature. An example can be the insertion of additional circuitry, which looks like the design’s watermark but instead allows to leak information about the processed data via a side channel or another covert channel.

B. Simplify Trojan insertion in following steps

Malicious modification of specifications might also have the goal of enabling (or, at least, simplifying) the insertion of a Trojan in subsequent steps of the design process. This can be achieved, for instance, by adding extra circuits which an adversary could modified later to leak information. An example can be the addition of an LFSR to an encryption engine, in order to reveal its functionality. This additional block would justify the addition of extra PADS to the circuit and would allow a malicious designer, in a following step of the design, to connect these PADS also to few bits of the secret key and convey them directly to the adversary.

C. Reduce detection capability

Specifications can even be modified to significantly reduce the detection capabilities applied to the finalized circuit. For instance, an adversary which aims at fooling a Trojan detection algorithm which identifies paths very rarely executed can alter the circuit specification to make appear normal that the Trojan circuit is rarely activated. During the Trojan detection phase, the Trojan circuit will be identified as a rarely executed path. However, since this would match the specification, it would be ignored and the Trojan would remain undetected.

IV. TROJAN TOOLCHAIN

The majority of scientific results reported so far focused on Trojans inserted by malicious foundries or found in 3PIP cores. While it has been observed that malicious CAD software can create hardware Trojans [20], this scenario was largely ignored in the following years. We argue that CAD tool based hardware Trojan insertion is indeed an absolutely realistic scenario. CAD software has nearly perfect control over the circuit and can add malicious circuitry in an automatic and stealthy manner. In the following, we will first discuss the motivation of a potential adversary to mount a hardware Trojan attack using a CAD tool as a vehicle. Then we will narrow down technical challenges when executing such an attack and formulate requirements for a successful tool-backed hardware Trojan insertion.

A. Why would a CAD tool be malicious?

CAD tools are an integral part of every practical design flow, and even companies which heavily rely on manual circuit optimization make intensive use of automatic tools in every design step. These tools can be roughly divided into synthesis tools working on different levels (shown by black arrows in Fig. 1) and analysis tools for tasks like verification, timing analysis or power estimation. In practice, synthesis and analysis tools are deeply intertwined. The market for such tools is currently divided between three major tool vendors, a large number of small commercial companies typically offered one or very few highly specialized tools, and some amount of free and other non-commercial software. In context of hardware Trojan threats, it is important that most of these tool give their users a very far-reaching flexibility to access their internal data structures via special scripting languages, including SKILL.
When evaluating the possibility of a CAD tool being malicious, the most obvious option is that the company which develops and markets this tool would intentionally incorporate adversarial capabilities into their product. At least for the major providers of tools which are widely used by many customers, the risk of detection is quite high, and its potential consequences would be devastating for the affected tool vendor and for the design-automation industry as a whole. If design houses conclude that they cannot trust CAD tools available on the market, they will either develop their own tools or support development of alternative tools, including open-source tools. These risks can be considered a viable deterrence at least for the larger tool vendors.

Similar argumentation holds for possible political pressure—or legal compulsion—to implement malicious functionality on request of national secret services. While such speculations gained momentum after Snowden revelations, the political and economical consequences of such requirements, should they become public, would be enormous. Companies located in different countries would likely break ties with the affected tool vendors, and governments would support the creation of national tool vendors independent of other countries’s services. Such events can spark a spiral of protective measures, sanctions and countersanctions, in the circuit design area and beyond, at the cost of economic efficiency, international collaboration and scientific progress.

Even though the argumentation so far indicates that tool vendors themselves are unlikely to provide malicious versions of their software to customers, attackers other than the tool vendors can still produce such adversarial software without the vendor’s consent. This does not mean that an attacker has to develop from scratch a version of the software that is identical to the authentic one except that it adds hardware Trojans to circuit it creates or optimizes. As was mentioned above, most CAD tools are configured, customized and scripted. Changing the default settings may already be sufficient for an attack, as explained in Section IV-B. Moreover, they are modular, and exchanging one module by a malicious variant may easily go undetected.

Once a manipulated version of the CAD tool exists, the attacker must make sure that customers actually use this version and not the Trojan-free software available from the vendor. This can be achieved by social engineering, involving a malicious distributor and/or salesperson. Even more realistic would be a “traditional” computer security breach, where the attacker penetrates the corporate network of the tool-user company and replaces the Trojan-free software by the malicious CAD tool. Once in the network, an attacker could perform further detrimental actions, e.g., replace legitimate 3PIP cores in the customer’s database by versions that include hardware Trojans or install a software Trojan which monitors and manipulates the design process (e.g., prevents verification software from being called in order to prevent Trojan detection). Attacks on corporate networks are routinely reported, and in many cases their initiators remain unidentified. Therefore, the “cyberattack” scenario is associated with far less deterrence than malicious tools being provided directly by their vendors. While the attacker will require some degree of knowledge about the internal data organization of the victim company, a competent attacker will be able to obtain this information, possibly from the company’s current or past employees. In general, this scenario is realistic and has full damage potential.

B. The technical aspect: How would a Trojan-CAD tool work?

Engineering a malicious CAD tool such that it can reliably insert powerful hardware Trojans into arbitrary circuits without being detected is a much more challenging task that inserting a Trojan into a given circuit, e.g., and 3PIP core. The solution must be fully automatic and completely robust, i.e., no trial-and-error strategies are acceptable. A complete solution for a malicious CAD tool necessitates the following three components:

1) Detection algorithm
2) Payload generator
3) Insertion and hiding procedure

The exact functionality of the three parts depends on the type of Trojan to be employed. For example, if a malicious synthesis tool attempts to plant a Trojan which leaks secret keys out of cryptographic blocks, the tool must first decide whether the circuit being synthesized indeed includes crypto blocks and find where they are located. This activity is related to reverse engineering, except that RE is usually done by a combination of automatic and manual techniques whereas the manipulated tool must locate the Trojan site without any external help.

Once the tool decided whether and when to insert a Trojan, its payload must be generated. For example, if the Trojan will store the secret key in an additional memory which can be later read out, the tool must add this memory to the crypto engine in a manner that will not be detected during subsequent quality-assurance steps. For example, the tool could search for an embedded memory already present in the block and replace it by a slightly larger embedded memory; the extra cells will be used for key storage. If the Trojan is triggered (e.g., by application of a specific plaintext to the circuit’s inputs), this trigger must also be generated and added to the circuit.

Since most industrial designs go through a thorough validation, verification and testing process (indicated in the lower part of Fig. 1), Trojan insertion must be accompanied by hiding and obfuscation methods to prevent Trojan detection during quality-assurance procedures. This can be achieved by attacking test procedures simultaneously, e.g., replacing simulation testbenches used for validation by testbenches that never excite the added Trojan functionality, or simply skipping certain steps (e.g., layout-vs.-schematic checks when Trojans are inserted on layout level during place & route). If vectors used for postmanufacturing testing excite the Trojan (and lead to invalid test responses), the expected responses must be replaced by consistent values.

It is possible to combine CAD tool and 3PIP core Trojans in a simple manner. If malicious versions of 3PIP core are available on the corporate network, the malicious CAD tool may attempt to replace original, Trojan-free cores by manipulated versions. For example, assume that a core realizes encryption using a balanced design style such as to prevent information leakage exploitable by power analysis. If an attacker can plant a functionally equivalent version of
the core which performs exactly the same encryption but without side-channel countermeasures into the victim network, the malicious tool could simply include the unprotected core instead of the protected version.

Using the three above-mentioned building blocks, a very powerful malicious CAD tool can be constructed that can automatically infect a large number of different designs. But how to construct these building blocks in detail has not been explored so far. Designing such a flexible and powerful tool is quite complex but would be particularly dangerous. Therefore, more research is needed to better understand the danger of malicious CAD tools and develop both technical as well as legal/behavioral countermeasures.

V. Detection and Countermeasures

Circuit design can be understood as a sequence of synthesis steps, from specification down to manufactured silicon, where each step takes a higher-level description and generates a lower-level description. These steps should be consistent, i.e., the output of each synthesis step should either be equivalent to its input, or it should refine it. Insertion of a Trojan breaks up this consistency, and Table II (which follows the structure of Table I) summarizes which abstraction levels are still correct and which are Trojan-affected, depending on their insertion method.

A. Countermeasures against foundry-level hardware Trojans

Foundry-level Trojans do not modify any design description, and the complete design stack is consistent. Therefore, pre-silicon methods such as simulation or formal equivalence checking, will not indentify these Trojans and post-silicon methods such as optical inspection [21], functional test [22, 23, 24] or side-channel analysis [25, 26, 27] must be used. Note, however, that it is very much possible to use pre-silicon information to assist in later Trojan detection by, e.g., determining locations where the attacker will likely insert Trojan triggers [28, 10], or to incorporate features that will complicate Trojan insertion [29] or assist in their detection [30]. A very powerful technique to detect foundry-level Trojans is run-time monitoring of either circuit functionality [31] or its parametric behavior [32, 33].

B. Countermeasures against Trojans in early design steps

When considering the middle part of Table II, one unexpected finding is that Trojans in 3PIP cores and in EDA tools are equivalent from detection point of view. For example, Trojans in a gate-level netlist of a 3PIP core and Trojans inserted by a malicious logic-synthesis tool lead to conceptually identical situations, namely that the circuit’s RTL description is consistent with its specification but not with its gate-level netlist and lower abstraction levels derived from it. Therefore, any test or verification method that checks consistency (equivalence or refinement) between one the levels above the Trojan insertion point and one of the levels below can potentially detect the Trojan. While there is a plethora of such verification and test methods (indicated in Fig. 1), we will now discuss their potential and shortcomings.

Out of the scenarios in Table II, layout-level Trojans are perhaps the least problematic threat. Efficient and scalable automatic layout-vs-schematic (LvS) tools are available and widely used. They establish a formal equivalence between the gate-level description and the GDS II layout, so any malicious deviations will be reported. Parts of the circuit which are exempt from LvS (like analog blocks) are usually not well suitable for Trojan insertion and can be checked manually. Moreover, design rule checks (DRC) should identify any dopant-level manipulation attempts [14, 12] (note that these techniques were designed for foundry-level, not design-level attacks).

Trojans in gate-level descriptions can be identified by simulation or formal equivalence checking. Simulation is an inherently incomplete technique, and a Trojan with a non-trivial activation condition (e.g., certain instruction sequence in a microprocessor) may go undetected. A successful formal equivalence check would prove the absence of (functional) Trojans, however, state-of-the-art tools are not applicable to arbitrary-sized circuits or require abstraction techniques during which Trojan functionality might be simplified away.

Trojans inserted at the highest abstraction level, namely into an RTL description, appear to be hardest from the detection point of view. The only option to detect them is to check the RTL description against the specification. However, specification is, in practice, often incomplete and lacks important details (such as cycle-accurate execution models). State-of-the-art high-level verification tools cannot handle full-chip descriptions if they include analog or microelectromechanical blocks. Much of practical validation effort is conducted via largely manual techniques such as HDL code review, which provide no guarantee that a Trojan hidden in the code will not be overlooked.

In the ideal case, a specification is accompanied by a comprehensive set of formal properties which can be automatically checked. A Trojan that leads to violation of at least one of these properties will be detected. At the same time, it is extremely hard to prove absence of a system mis-behavior that is not known in advance. Approaches which create a complete property-based description of a circuit which covers its entire functionality [34] might become a viable solution in the future.

Run-time monitoring, which is expensive but effective against foundry-level Trojans [31], does not cover early-design-step Trojans, because checking structures are generated when the circuit’s Boolean function is known, i.e., at RTL or gate level. While it is possible to generate check conditions directly out of specification (like “monitoring triangles” in [35]), such conditions are not guaranteed to comprehensively cover the circuit functionality.

---
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C. Countermeasures against Trojans in specification

Counteract Trojan inserted during specification is extremely hard, since generally there is no “golden” specification to compare with (once specifications are in place, it is possible to compare the original one and detect eventual modifications, but this is not possible while specifications are still under preparation). The use of formal approached and languages for requirements collection and system specification, would certainly help to avoid malicious changes of system specification since would allow to use formal methods to verify the properties. However, the most straightforward and effective way to guarantee the correctness of specification is a careful review of the specification documents by the whole team involved in the design.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we discuss the potential of Trojan inserted in the early steps of design process. We focused on third-party intellectual property cores, CAD tools, and on the system specification step, and we discuss the devastating damage potential of such attacks as well as the possible measures which designer can apply to counteract these attacks.
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